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Good afternoon Madam Chair and the other members of this committee, 

 

 My name is Jacqueline Breger. First off, let me tell you a little about myself - I have a Master’s Degree 

in Marketing and Honors Degrees in Financial Accounting, Business Statistics, Economics and Business 

Strategy. I have been a resident of Scottsdale, Arizona since September 1997. I own the Fine-Breger Insurance 

Agency, an insurance agency representing Farmer’s Insurance.  Also, since 2019, I have been the principal 

investigator for Harris/Thaler Law Corporation for an investigation concerning multi-state racketeering and 

corruption.  John Harris Thaler is the Senior Attorney in charge of investigations.  Mr. Thaler has been 

practicing law for 32 years.  His firm specializes in investigating racketeering and corruption for public and 

private agencies. The firm has participated in some of the largest investigations of racketeering and public 

corruption in the U.S and cross-border. 

 

With respect to the current matter at hand:  

 

In 2006, the U.S. Attorney’s Offices in Illinois, Indiana and Iowa investigated the laundering of drug 

cartel monies through a complex series of single-family home purchases in those states.  By 2009, numerous 

real estate agents, escrow companies and title insurers had been indicted, charged and convicted of 

racketeering.  In 2014, our office was asked to review the case files and to determine whether monies from 

the sales of the properties had filtered to property purchases in Arizona, specifically in Maricopa and Pima 

County.  We concluded that several real estate agents convicted in Iowa had set up a laundering system in 

Arizona and thereafter had transferred the proceeds of sales to Panamanian Corporations. 

 

In 2018, Mr. Thaler discovered, incidental to another matter, a series of trust deeds evidencing that 

cash laundering through single family residences in Arizona was pervasive and ongoing.  With that, a new 

investigation began with the focus being on money laundering and related racketeering activities in  Maricopa 

County and several other Arizona counties.  The Harris/Thaler office currently represents several parties 

directly damaged by the racketeering activities. 

  

The investigation originally focused on fake notarizations, fake deeds of trust, fraudulent buyers and/or 

sellers of real property transactions as well as the other companies used in real estate transactions, such as 
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real estate brokers, mortgage companies, title and escrow companies, Real Estate Inspection companies, 

service companies and so on…  

 

Over 120,000 pages of documents have been reviewed to date. And with that review has come 

evidence of multiple Racketeering Enterprises.  They include: narcotics sales, money laundering, tax evasion, 

payroll theft, bankruptcy fraud, life insurance fraud, auto insurance fraud, bribing of elected and appointed 

public officials, creating or modifying public records, falsifying professional licenses and related credentials, 

swatting individuals who pose a threat to these enterprises, and last but not least….  election fraud.  

 

A brief summary of each of these schemes can be found on pages 2 – 10 in your packets. 

 

I am going to share with you that which we have uncovered, how we uncovered it and the conclusions 

drawn therefrom.  I will also share with you how the racketeering enterprises are inextricably intertwined with 

election fraud.  It is important to note that our office has been limited in resources and authority, such as 

subpoena power.  As a result, the conclusions we have reached to date may be just the tip of the iceberg.  If 

requested, our office stands ready to work with the relevant enforcement agencies. 

 

Our preliminary findings were first reported to Governor Doug Ducey in May 2022. Furthermore, 

Thaler has met with attorneys general in five states, with FBI agents, with the Internal Revenue Service, with 

the U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee and with several U.S. Attorney’s Offices.  Currently, there are active and ongoing 

investigations in federal and state jurisdictions. Both California and New Mexico have already taken corrective 

action as a result of the Preliminary Report’s findings. 

 

The final report, which will include the election fraud, will be completed shortly and published as a 

book. This book, entitled “Report to the Governor” will contain approximately 300 pages of narrative and 

approximately 3,000 pages of evidentiary documents.  Excerpts from the book and additional evidence 

supporting our findings will be available to you and to the public after this hearing on “REPORTTOTHE 

GOVERNOR.COM.” 

 

The report currently contains 47 separate findings.  These are in your packets on page 11-14 Findings 

relevant to this committee are the following: 
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1. As I mentioned, beginning in Illinois, Indiana and Iowa in the early 1980’s, cash earned or otherwise 

collected in the sale of illegal narcotics and from human trafficking activities conducted by the 

Sinaloan Cartel have been laundered through the purchase of single-family residences.   

2. Laundering of cartel monies in Arizona through purchases/sales of single-family residences began 

in or about 1994 and focused on new construction in San Tan Valley, Litchfield Park, Goodyear and 

Avondale.  

3. Cartel monies mostly come from illicit narcotics sales which include: crystal methamphetamine, 

cocaine, heroin and fentanyl, as well as from human trafficking. 

4. In addition to purchases/sales of single-family residences, cash is laundered through inflated and 

falsified construction invoices, falsified charitable donations, tuition paid on fake students allegedly 

attending private trade schools, and falsified bankruptcies.   

5. Wells Fargo Bank “bankers” in Arizona and in multiple additional states have engaged in opening 

checking and direct deposit accounts for “individuals” they knew were phantoms.   

6. Resources, including city government officials and agencies in Mesa, Arizona have also been 

integral to the laundering activities.   

7. Since 2010, money laundering has exceeded $7.5 billion in Arizona.  

8. In Arizona, laundered cash is used, in part to bribe elected and appointed public officials and 

support staff. 

9. The principal preparers of the documents necessary to effect the racketeering enterprises are 

Dawna Rae Chavez (age 58), a resident of Mesa, Arizona, and her daughter, Brittany Rae Chavez.  

10. To date, more than 10,000 falsified documents have been recorded with the Maricopa County 

Recorder.  We estimate that more than 35,000 warranty deeds/trust deeds evidencing fraudulent 

transactions exist in the database. 

11. The number of falsified notarizations exceeds 15,000.  

12. Dawna and Brittany’s participation in racketeering activities also includes facilitation of bribes to 

public officials, tax evasion, payroll theft, bankruptcy fraud, insurance fraud, and extortion. 

13. The City of Mesa is a racketeering organization as that term is defined in 18 U.S.C §1961.  To 

protect the enterprises, civil rights are systemically and systematically violated to preserve 

racketeering activities.  Fines and outrageous cash only bails are used to collect monies which are 

then skimmed and redirected into the racketeering enterprises.    
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14. The City of Mesa Police Department operates within it a private police force that is used to support 

and protect the racketeering enterprises.  Officers participating in this force are compensated with 

monies paid through the phony mortgage scheme and other related schemes. 

15. Officers operating within this private force systematically violate 4th Amendment rights by 

breaking and entering into/onto private property, wiretapping, computer hacking, cell phone 

hacking, and by using related surveillance techniques without warrant.   Officers also plant 

evidence and hide exculpatory evidence. 

16. Multiple state agency databases have been infiltrated or hacked thus allowing falsified documents 

to be uploaded into them or allowing legitimate documents to be removed. 

For example: the database for the University of Arizona, Arizona State, And Northern Arizona 

University have been infiltrated/hacked to a) permit individuals to be given degrees who never 

attended or graduated from these schools; and b) allow phantom individuals to be awarded 

degrees thus lending legitimacy to their existence. 

17. Further, state licensing databases have been infiltrated or hacked to permit individuals with fake 

degrees or permit phantom individuals to have state issued licenses.  Said licenses include: 

accounting, real estate (broker and agent), mental health care (Ph.D. and M.F.T) and law (including 

State Bar membership). 

18. The Maricopa County databases for the Recorder’s Office and for the Superior Court, when 

designed in 2014, were set up for outside infiltration so that falsified documents could be loaded 

into the database and legitimate documents removed. 

19. Since 2015, hundreds of falsified court documents have been loaded into the database.  These 

documents include falsified default judgments, criminal restitution orders and child support orders 

used in “swatting” activities against individuals posing a threat to the racketeering activities. 

20. Since 2004, elections within Pima County and Maricopa County have been manipulated through 

infiltration of the county databases resulting from bribes paid to executives at election service 

providers including, but not limited to, principals of Runbeck Election Services.  

21. In addition to impacting local elections, bribes and infiltration were used to affect the outcome of 

the races during the November 3, 2020 election, including the outcome of the race for Maricopa 

County Recorder, and the outcome of the November 8, 2022 election (race for Governor, Secretary 

of State, and Attorney General). 
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22. Public officials who have received bribes include: a) multiple state office holders (State House/State 

Senate), local office holders, county supervisors, judges of the Maricopa County Superior Court, 

judges of several city courts (including two presiding judges), judge’s assistants, prosecutors within 

certain cities within Maricopa County, prosecutors for Maricopa County, peripheral legal specialists 

including attorneys, “approved” mental healthcare providers (court appointed advisors) and 

related specialists. 

23. In the Superior Courts for Maricopa County, Pinal County and Pima County, at least 25% of the 

active judges have accepted bribes in exchange for protecting the racketeering activities.  Bribe 

payments generally begin before the individual is appointed to the bench.  Bribes are usually paid 

as an incentive for the attorney to leave private practice. 

24. By way of example: Mesa City Prosecutor Paul Hawkins’ office routinely files charges and convicts 

innocent individuals who knowingly or unwittingly pose a threat to the racketeering enterprises.  

With respect to judges in the Mesa City Court, Judges John P. Tatz and Alicia Lawler, preside over 

these invented cases filed by the City Prosecutor, falsely convicting and sentencing the defendants. 

25. In the Maricopa County Superior Court Family Division, child custody evaluators commonly known 

as “Court Appointed Advisors” routinely accept bribes in exchange for favorable reports.  Bribes are 

often facilitated by the attorneys representing one party.  

26. The Maricopa County Recorder’s office has at least five appointments made by Adrian Fontes, the 

County Recorder from 2017 to 2021, who are phantoms—non-existent “individuals.”  Said 

phantom individuals hold positions related to election services.   

27. Further, during that same period, the Office has at least fifteen individuals whose appointments 

were falsified and thereafter kept hidden from the public during the 2020 election cycle.  The 

appointment documents for all of the above individuals have forged signatures and falsified clerical 

signatures (tracings from a signature stamp) and dates.  Said falsified notarizations were made by 

Brittany Rae Chavez.  Said falsified clerical signature and date were made by Dawna Chavez. I will 

be sharing examples of this in a few moments. 

28. In addition to election fraud, manipulation of the city and county databases includes falsified 

default judgments, falsified criminal restitution orders, and falsified child support orders.  Many of 

the court documents, including “Orders,” are prepared by Brittany Rae Chavez or Dawna Rae 

Chavez and contain forged signatures of judges.   

That summarizes our primary findings. 
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Now let me explain…  

 

As I stated earlier, in 2018, Mr. Thaler found trust deeds recorded with the Maricopa County Recorder 

evidencing money laundering and tax evasion. 

 

The documents were prepared by two individuals, mother and daughter, residing in Mesa, Both had 

connections to at least one of the real estate agents suspected of setting up the home purchase laundering 

system in Arizona.  These individuals are Dawna Rae Chavez and her daughter Brittany Rae Chavez.  Their 

principal employer was and is the Sinaloan Cartel.  

 Today we know that their participation in the creation of documents necessary for the criminal 

enterprises runs more than 25 years and includes facilitating bribes to public officials.   

 

Thaler’s initial discovery included more than 100 fake trust deeds and warranty deeds in Maricopa 

County wherein either Brittany Chavez or Dawna Chavez executed the document as “buyer” or “seller” and/or 

notarized the document under an assumed name.  At least half the documents purported to be executed by 

“married” parties.”  

 

The discovery of the falsified deeds led to the discovery of additional racketeering enterprises 

including, but not limited to insurance fraud, payroll fraud, and bankruptcy fraud.  

 

 It also led to the discovery of the extortion schemes already mentioned.  

 

As I have stated, the parameters of our investigation did not originally include election fraud.   

 

It is important to note that The Harris/Thaler office does not represent any political candidates or 

political parties or political action committees or similar interested organizations or individuals.  Mr. Thaler did 

not vote in the 2020 or 2022 elections or donate to any candidate or party. 

 

In November 2019, Brittany approached Thaler and his colleague, attorney John J. Stanley with a 

request that they obtain for her WITSEC protection--the federal witness protection program.  However, prior 
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to obtaining approval, Brittany was threatened in such a manner that she broke off direct communications 

with our office.  However, she surreptitiously continued to provide evidence concerning the criminal 

enterprises.   

 

In October 2020, shortly before the November 3, 2020 election, Thaler was provided certain 

information: 

First, was evidence that the Maricopa County computer database had been designed with various back 

doors allowing outsiders to infiltrate it and to change data.   

Second, were the identities of bribe recipients which included elected officials.   

And third, on October 26, 2020, Thaler’s team discovered approximately 25,000 falsified ballots being 

held with a significant sum of cash in a private residence in Mesa, Arizona rented to Dawna Chavez. A 

Declaration from one of our team members who located and observed the documents and cash is attached in 

your packet as page no.15 - 16 

The investigation into election fraud is not limited to the State of Arizona.  However, where Arizona is  

concerned, a plethora of individuals are implicated in the fraud including elected and appointed officials and 

Runbeck Election Services, the service provider for Maricopa County. The Maricopa County database has no 

integrity whatsoever. Let me explain… 

 

I have elected to share our investigation into Katie Hobbs by way of example, but for the purposes of 

this exercise, I could have selected any of the individuals listed in your packet on page 70: 

 

When our investigation leads to a name of an individual we suspect to be involved, we research their Deeds of 

Trust recorded with the Maricopa County Recorder’s office. If there are an unusual amount of Deeds of Trust 

for that individual and if there are Deeds of Trust for the same or similar named individual or with multiple 

varying middle initials, we dig further. In the case of Katie Hobbs, please refer to pages 17 through 50 of your 

packet where you will see 11 deeds in the name of Kathleen M Hobbs and Patrick T Goodman. However, when 

we looked at the deeds in your packet on pages  51 – 64 these have similar names but are also compromised.  

In some cases, we review Deeds of Trust filed under a spouse, child, parent or business partner(s) depending 

on the specific circumstance.  
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When the writings match that of Brittany and or Dawna where we can determine that the notarization is 

fraudulent and/or the buyer and/or seller’s signatures are fake, we know the Deed of Trust is fraudulent.  

 

Please return your attention to the Deeds in the names of Kathleen M Hobbs and Parick D. Goodman.  We 

have provided you with the first and signed pages of the deeds. On page 65 is a comparison of JUST the 

signatures for the buyers of each Deed. This page speaks for itself – there are obviously some significant 

inconsistencies with the signatures for Kathleen and for Patrick. This is apparent to the naked untrained eye, 

but has also been verified by Linda Mitchell, our Qualified Forensic Document Expert.  Now let’s look at the 

notaries who signed these deeds. Again, I provided you with a page of all the notary signatures – page no. 66. 

Next to this I have provided you with the references to pages from our Reports from our Qualified Forensic 

Document Expert where similar writings have been verified as being either Brittany or Dawna’s, or as being 

graphics or traces of other signatures or having been written by an imposter attempting to copy the original 

authentic signature. Linda Mitchell’s reports are lengthy, so I will make these reports available for review to 

anyone who emails me a request. My email is included on the cover of your packets. On page 67 I have 

demonstrated other writings found on the deeds, usually numerical by nature. Most of these have been 

matched with pages from the Forensic Reports indicating the writer is Brittany. Finally. I have provided you 

with pages 68 and 68 where we delved further into the Title and Mortgage Company indicated on Hobbs Deed 

11. As is pretty evident, the writings on the documents filed with the Corporation Commission for these 

entities is also that of Brittany. 

To summarize our findings with regards to Governor Katie Hobbs taking into account just those documents in 

the name of Kathleen M Hobbs and Patrick D Goodman: 

1. There are nine Deeds of Trust in the name of Kathleen M Hobbs and Patrick T Goodman 

(Husband and Wife) from 1997 to 2021, which essentially means that they either purchased or 

refinanced a home on average every two to three years. The statistical likelihood of that is improbable, 

but even more so when 6 of the 9 Deeds of Trust were recorded within the 10 years between 1997 and 

2007. The concentration of which are between 2001 and 2005 which was during Ms. Hobbs tenure at 

“Emerge Arizona”. When researching the documents filed with the Corporation Commission for 

“Emerge Arizona” we found that these documents evidence hand signing and hand printing that 

belongs to Brittany and/or Dawna. If one were to guess, Emerge Arizona seems to have been formed 

as a medium to attract women interested in politics and bribe them through the property scheme to 

adopt positions of power and/or further the goals and objectives of the Cartel.  
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2. Most of these deeds have been fraudulently notarized meaning that one or multiple 

parties named in the transaction are either not present or do not exist at all. 

3. In some, if not all cases, as is evident by page 65 of your packet, Ms. Hobbs and Mr. 

Goodman’s signatures are clearly inconsistent indicating that the majority of the Deeds were created 

by another individual attempting to ‘copy’ Hobbs and Goodman’s signatures, particularly on the deeds 

where the notarization has been found to be fake. 

4. We then research The Title Companies and the Mortgage Companies on these Deeds of 

Trust. Some of these do not or have never existed.  Some do not even exist in Arizona. For those that 

do exist, we discovered that they had documents that were executed by Brittany as in the case of Deed 

11 where, as pages 68 and 69 demonstrate, significant similarities in terms of the writings on the 

documents registered with the Corporation Commission and those documents researched by our QDE 

which were deemed to have been likely written and/or signed by Brittany and/or Dawna.  

 

So, what can we conclude from these discoveries: 

The purpose of having a fake Deed of Trust is to move cash without it being traceable. A phony 

Mortgage Company providing a phony mortgage is one of the primary methods by which cash is 

moved invisibly. There are basically only three reasons to create a fake deed of trust: 

1. If the buyer does not exist then the mortgage serves as a means of laundering cash received 

through ill gotten means such as drug sales, or human trafficking  

2. If the buyer does exist, as in the case of HOBBS, then the mortgage exists as a method of 

transferring untraceable cash to Hobbs – for lack of any other explanation, one assumes as 

a bribe. 

3. Even where the person resides in the location listed on the Deed, often we still identify fake 

signatures and writings on the Deed, which further evidence that the property owner is 

being bribed. 

These conclusions are drawn based on the fact that there are no other explanations for a Deed of Trust to 

have a fake notarization, phony buyer and/or seller signatures and/or other writings on the documents 

traceable to Brittany and/or Dawna. 

We have identified the various ways both Brittany Rae Chavez and her mother, Dawna Chavez ‘change’ their 

writing styles in an attempt to vary their signing and hand printing. The volume of documents that we have 
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uncovered has led to a detailed analysis of these variations and allowed us to recognize hand printing and 

signatures that fall into these various categories. Informally, we refer to these deeds as “BRITTANY DEEDS”. 

I can take you through example after example of this exact process and procedure and show you 

hundreds if not thousands of situations where this is the case. The Candidates/Office holders who we suspect 

have accepted illegal payments facilitated by Brittany are included in your packets on page 70. These 

individuals were uncovered utilizing the same research methodology.  

 

Since at least 2004, ballot counts have been tampered with.  The county’s current computer database, 

which was built between 2014-2015, has been, and continues to be infiltrated and hacked.  Its architects 

specifically designed the system with multiple backdoor entry points.  These points permit the uploading of 

falsified documents and the removal of genuine documents from the county court system and from the 

Recorder’s office. It is known for certain that Brittany has access to at least one back door – we have 

eyewitness testimony verifying such. 

 

Over the past fifteen years, Brittany has used her access to load falsified judgements and orders, as 

mentioned previously, into the Superior Court’s database.  The fake judgments in Arizona are used to 

financially damage those that are deemed detrimental to the racketeering enterprises.  Since at least 2004 and 

running through the November 2022 election, Brittany and Dawna are not only preparers of the phony 

documents, but they have also been facilitating illegal transfers of funds to political candidates and campaigns. 

Some of the money travels through the phony mortgage scheme; some of the money travels to limited liability 

companies which includes political action committees.  

 

Beginning in 2017, the access points have been used to change vote totals and thereon, election 

results.  Illegal transfers of funds have also been provided to Robert Runbeck (principal of Runbeck Election 

Services) and Jeff Ellison (COO, Runbeck Election Services). The phony deeds used in the scheme to move 

money to candidates are created by Brittany. For-profit and non-profit PACs are also created by Brittany and 

used to move money to candidates.  

 

During the 2022 election, ballot scanners/printers at 70 precincts suffered changes to their printer 

settings despite being tested the night before the election.  The changes in settings were made through 
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computer infiltration, not manually or by some never-before-seen error.  The uncountable ballots were placed 

in “Box 3’s” and allegedly driven to Runbeck for counting.    

 

Witness information provided in October 2020 confirms that more than 100,000 filled in ballots and 

more than $13 million were identified by Thaler’s investigators in two unmarked rental vans.  Those vans were 

loaded with the ballots and cash at a private residence in Mesa, Arizona and then driven to the Runbeck office 

in downtown Phoenix.  See declaration on page 15-16 

 

The Runbeck company is operated by Robert (Kevin) Runbeck.  Recorded documents obtained by our 

team evidence the likelihood of bribes paid to Runbeck through the phony mortgage scheme in the same way 

we looked at the Hobbs example earlier. Jeffrey Ellington is in charge of operations at Runbeck.  Recorded 

documents obtained by our team once again evidence the likelihood of bribes paid through the phony 

mortgage scheme to him. 

 

Consider the obvious: under what other circumstance would both of these individuals, among many 

other appointed and elected officials, Superior Court Judges, Judicial Assistants, Professionals, Court 

Representatives and so on have: 

a. An excessive number of Deeds of Trusts recorded – does anyone really refinance or purchase 

homes six times in ten years? What statistically is the probability of EVERY name we review, which are 

based on the patterns of names used, having the same frequent home refinances and/ or purchases? 

b. Have a fake notary public notarize their Deeds of Trusts  

c. Have a fake buyer and/or seller’s signature on their Deeds of Trust 

d. Have fake signatures for the buyer and/or seller and/or notary on their Warranty Deeds  

e Have fraudulent Medical Liens generated by fraudulent medical practices or furnished with 

incorrect addresses on the liens to ensure that payments are diverted. (This is how we discovered insurance 

fraud and additional methods of money laundering, but I am not going to delve into this finding today given 

the time constraints). 

 

Suffice to say that just as we followed the bouncing ball and recognized documents with Brittany 

and/or Dawna’s handwriting and hand printing which lead to the revelation of all of the 47 findings listed in 

your packets on page 11 -15 

Casual Observer
I can only see pages 1-10. After that, they are blank!  Also, clicking the 3 dots to download doesn't work.  I very much wish to have a copy to read thoroughly, but something isn't working. 
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We just heard about statistical improbabilities… As another example of an improbable outcome with 

respect to the November 2020 election, let’s review Adrian Fontes’ loss to Stephen Richer for Maricopa 

County Recorder.  Richer’s win was a statistical impossibility.  To wit: Fontes is a Democrat and was the 

incumbent; Percentages for Biden, Sinema and Kelly run at approximately 2.5% margins in the county against 

their opponents.  Richer won by approximately 6,000 votes.  That means 50,000 individuals who voted for the 

Democrat ticket across the board had to choose the Republican candidate for recorder against an incumbent 

who never suffered a scandal. 

 

Never happened.  This was a “planned” loss.  Hobbs would receive the Democrat nomination for 

Governor and Fontes would run for Secretary of State to replace Hobbs.  The strategy appears to have been 

planned… I have shown you that both Hobbs and Fontes have “Brittany” deeds evidencing a strong likelihood 

of being bribe recipients. Now let’s take a step back and look at the likelihood of why? 

 

I know that what I am about to say may seem obvious to some, but I feel it is necessary to explain 

none the less. Given that Arizona is a Border State and that drug smuggling and human tracking is a billion 

dollar business, it would appear that having our elected and appointed officials ensure that the Cartel 

enterprise remains open for business would be paramount. The Cartel will invest substantially to ensure that 

the ‘right’ people are in key positions so as to further their objectives. 

As stated above, the fix for 2020 (and for 2022) started in 2017 with appointments to election position 

of individuals being bribed through the mortgage system and through monies being laundered by the 

appointments of phantom “individuals” was in. The problems with these documents are many.   

   

For example, reference in your packets pages 71 – 76 - the recorded appointments by Fontes which 

were notarized by “Jessica York:”  

 

First, the handwriting and hand printing of "Jessica York" have been identified as belonging to Brittany.  

Second, the York signatures are the same handwriting but not the same style.  And that change of style 

exists even where the documents are allegedly signed on the same day—June 4, 2020. 

Third, the "December 9" date for the clerk is a handwriting matching Dawna.   

Fourth, the signature of the clerk at the bottom right is actually a tracing of a signature stamp intended 

to look like a live signature.  Fifth, the time between the signature and notarization and the alleged execution 
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by the clerk and thereafter the recording date evidence forgery.  The normal turnaround time is 2-3 weeks.  All 

took multiple months, and all were allegedly clerk executed and recorded AFTER the election certification. 

 

Another example: the “October 10, 2018” appointment of Michael Hornbeck. The document was 

signed and notarized four months AFTER allegedly being signed and stamp-signatured by the clerk.  The 

notarization hand printing and signature are a match for Brittany.   

 

Another example: the appointment docs and deeds of "Colleen Connor" aka "Mary Colleen 

Connor."  The handwriting on the appointment document oath does not match the previous oath in 2005 or 

the deeds of 2019 and 2022.  Also, the 2005 Oath has Brittany's handwriting as the "notary."  

 

In addition to state representatives, three of the five Maricopa County Supervisors also have recorded 

documents evidencing the acceptance of bribe payments. 

 

Additionally, the falsified signature for Thomas Galvin on his oath of office matches the handwriting for 

phantom attorney Paul Tokeshi and phantom D.A.M.E.S. Charities founder “Michele Thorne”—all of which 

have been identified as handwriting belonging to Brittany. Page 77 and 78 in your packets. 

 

Further, we have investigated PACs related to state office holders and “dark money” transactions 

related to said PACs.  From late 2018 through 2022, a significant number of questionable real estate 

transactions were facilitated by several law firms including partners at Perkins Coie.  

 

Mr. Thaler would be here himself presenting these facts and findings, but there have been multiple 

attempts made on his life. One of those attempts may sound familiar. Thaler was driving from Arizona to 

California when suddenly he lost control of his vehicle. Upon investigation, it was discovered that his tire was 

purposefully slashed by a straight edged knife that was 4-6 inches. The cut was made at such a location on the 

outer side of the tire where the tire would not lose air but instead would degrade to the point of catastrophic 

failure and likely at a high speed. (This information was provided by an expert who evaluated the tire post this 

event and who has provided us with a Declaration. This Declaration is included in your packet as page 81 - 83. 

The reason I mention this is because a similar attempt was made on the life of Kari Lake’s daughter during her 

campaign. To date, six attempts have been made on Thaler’s life. 
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In Arizona, public officials accepting bribes include members of the legislative and executive branches 

of the state government, more than two dozen judges of the Maricopa County Superior Court, at least two 

judges of the City of Mesa Court, at least one judge of the Town of Gilbert Court, the Mayor of Mesa, five 

members of the Mesa City Council, several police officers employed by the City of Mesa, several officers 

employed by the Town of Gilbert, the Mesa City Prosecutor and at least one assistant prosecutor, election 

officials employed by the Maricopa County Recorder’s Office, three Maricopa County supervisors, and 

principals of Runbeck Election Services, to name a few. Bribe recipients also include support staff members 

including judicial assistants and clerks.   

 

 As I have mentioned previously, our investigation covers multiple states.  At this time, the money 

laundering activities affect 20 states.  The bankruptcy fraud affects 11 states.  And so on.  As to Arizona, Thaler 

and our team have interviewed over thirty witnesses in Arizona.  Several individuals on the Public Officials list 

have cooperated with the investigation.  The team has collected and reviewed more than 120,000 pages of 

documents including recorded deeds, bank statements, court filings, and GPS locator records just in the State 

of Arizona.  Additionally, we have reviewed more than 8,000 pages of cell phone and text records belonging to 

principal players in the racketeering enterprises. The immense data we have collected will assist enforcement 

agency’s investigating the election fraud. Further, the data we have collected, the connections we have found 

and the vast details of this entire investigation will lead enforcement agencies to those participating in the 

frauds and will enable you to restore election integrity within our beautiful State. 
 

Thank you, Madam Chair and this committee, for your time 
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THE SCHEMES: 

While money laundering is far and away the most profitable undertaking, it is only one of 
numerous schemes.  In summary: 

A. Money Laundering/Tax Evasion Schemes

At the heart of the enterprises is money laundering and tax evasion through phony sales of real 
property, generally single-family residences.  The scheme began in or about 1984 in Chicago where the 
Sinaloan Cartel sought to launder cash from illegal narcotics sales through the purchases/sales of 
inexpensive homes.  

By the mid 1990’s, the purchases/sales of homes expanded to cities in Indiana and in Iowa 
including Gary and Des Moines.  A network of real estate agents across these states was created to 
effect the transactions.  A portion of sales proceeds are transferred to corporations in Arizona.  These 
proceeds were then used as “mortgages” for purchases of single-family residences in the greater 
Maricopa County and Pinal County areas.  Once properties were sold, the cash was transferred to 
Panama-based corporations. 

By 2000, with the expansion of cartel activities in Arizona and New Mexico, monies earned in 
these states from narcotics trafficking and human trafficking were used in the purchases of single-family 
residences especially in new construction through arrangements made with property developers.  Since 
1995, a majority of purchases and sales have been facilitated by Dawna Rae Chavez and Brittany Rae 
Chavez, mother and daughter.  Dawna and/or Brittany serve as the “notary” under an assumed name 
with fake notary stamp.  The number of phony notarizations over the past 15 years discovered in 
Arizona counties to date exceeds 10,000.  In approximately 20% of these documents, Dawna and/or 
Brittany also sign as “buyer” and/or “seller.” 

The practice of laundering cash through single-family residences, especially through new 
construction, is now prevalent in at least 20 states.  Meanwhile, older properties in middle to low-
middle income areas in greater Phoenix area have become attractive.  By example, during the period of 
August 2019 through March 2020, a sham company, RH Partners Ownerco, purchased 105 single-family 
residences as cash houses and stash houses using cash laundered through illegal narcotics and human 
trafficking.  RH Partners Ownerco, LLC, an alleged Delaware company with alleged headquarters in 
Austin, Texas and foreign status in Arizona.  The LLC in managed by “Joseph Vernon Gatti.” 

The money laundering is also accomplished through other traditional methods.  This includes 
non-profit businesses commonly known as 501(c)(3)’s (charitable giving organizations) and section 
501(c)(4) companies (mutual benefit organizations). Example:  D.A.M.E.S., an organization allegedly 
helping single moms, receives “donations” from illegally obtained cash.  Another example: CRAS 
(Conservatory of Recording Arts & Sciences), is a trade school teaching sound recording and engineering 
in the cities of Tempe and Mesa.  Phantom students are placed on the rolls.  Then, tuition is paid with 
illegally obtained cash.  

Overinflation of student enrollment in legitimate trade schools is a common scheme. However, 
other non-profit and for-profit schools exist only on paper.  Such is the case with Jeb’s Boxercise for Kids, 
a non-profit LLC and B’s Learn N’ Play Childcare, LLC (allegedly owned by Brittany Chavez), an alleged 
daycare facility.  As to the latter, the “school” consists of an old house in the west portion of Phoenix 
(currently owned by RH Partners Ownerco.  Several other fraudulent businesses also are listed at the 
Childcare location of 6211 W. Indianola Avenue in Phoenix including Alicia’s Houses, LLC and Jeb’s 
Upgrades and PC Repair. 

These businesses, and more than one thousand like them, are used to clean the illegally 
obtained cash.  Moreover, the LLC “owners” include “foreign” corporations except that for many of the 
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companies, the Certificate of Good Standing from the State of Incorporation is falsified.  Such is the case 
with SFR Investments I, LLC.  It was the predecessor owner of the Indianola property.  Thus rendering 
the “sale” of property between SFR and RH Partners a sham. 

The money laundering is also accomplished through overinflated construction charges 
The monies to be laundered come from illegal drug/narcotics sales, human smuggling operations, 
contraband smuggling (such as stolen art) and various legal and illegal business operations including 
securities fraud.  

B. Payroll Theft

Using a software systems flaw and insiders, hackers create phantom individuals who are then 
uploaded into the human resource database of a large public or private employer.  Each phantom 
employee receives a paycheck which is direct deposited into a Wells Fargo bank account.  Thereafter, 
portions of the money are shifted to other banks’ accounts.   Other portions are withdrawn, used for 
other racketeering enterprises. 

Brittany has participated in at least 5,000 thefts over the past ten (10) years by preparing the 
documents, including fake employment applications, to be uploaded into companies’ HR databases. Said 
applications et al. further defraud the victim company into believing that the employee exists—“it all 
looks great on paper.”  Companies hacked include Dignity Health, United Healthcare, HonorHealth, 
General Dynamics and Boeing. 

Phantom employes receive paychecks through direct deposit into Wells Fargo Bank accounts.  In 
Phoenix, Arizona, certain Wells Fargo employees at several branches are paid to ignore AML and KYC 
rules. 

C. Bankruptcy Fraud

Once the phantom employee receives a paycheck, a credit reporting agency involved in the 
scheme ensures the “employee” has a credit score of more than 700.  Thereafter, unsecured credit is 
obtained and maxed out.  The “employee” then files for bankruptcy protection to wipe out the debt. 
Brittany has prepared and filed more than 3,000 fraudulent bankruptcies, mostly Chapter 7 cases over 
the past ten years in at least eleven separate states in the names of the phantom employees.  By 
example, names of debtors include: Brittany Rae Swanson, Brittany Rae Ponder, Brittany Rae Perry, 
Brittany Miller, Melinda Ann Miller, Brittany Nicole Scott, Brittany Rae Behanna, Dawn Chavez, Brittany 
Nicole Artis, Brittany Nicole Masden, Brittany LaPointe, Brittany Nicole Vandusen, Brittany Speaker, 
Brittany V. Crenshaw, Brittany Virginia Sanders, Brittany Virginia Chavez and so on.  Many of these 
names are used more than once, sometimes in the same state but different district, sometimes in 
multiple states.  States most commonly filed in: California, Colorado, Ohio, Michigan, Florida and 
Georgia. 

By example: one phony bankruptcy concerns Brittany as “Brittany Virginia. Chavez” and “Ricky 
Glenn Goodwin, Jr.” where a Chapter 7 filing was made on or about November 2, 2018, Case No. 2:2018-
bk-13500 (azb), with 341a hearing heard at 10:00 a.m. on December 13, 2018.  (Goodwin died in 2016.)  
For reasons set forth hereafter, Brittany was ordered by Dawna not to attend the hearing and to let the 
filing be dismissed.  Defying her mother, shortly after she missed the hearing, Brittany sent a note to the 
trustee falsely stating that she did not appear due to a flat tire and asking for the hearing to be 
rescheduled.  When the trustee and court heard nothing further, the bankruptcy petition was dismissed. 
Most of the bankruptcy filings are in pro per.  
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Evidence obtained to date implicates a plethora of bankruptcy trustees and attorneys in the 
scheme.  By example: certain filings are made with the assistance of lawyers such as Michael Agruss 
(licensed in California and in Illinois) and Brian M. Blum (licensed in Arizona). 

With respect to Brian M. Blum, during the period of 2013 through 2016, Blum assisted Brittany 
in filing Chapter 7 bankruptcy cases for individuals he knew were fake and helped her file phony 
adversary actions within the very Chapter 7 cases he and she had filed. 

One such case includes the matter of Heidi Lee Boltz and Jeffrey Lee Boltz, case number 2:15-bk-
17870-DPC. Neither “party” exists.  A discharge was obtained.  However, the discharge was vacated 
when Brittany and Blum, for reasons not discussed herein, created a fake adversary (internal lawsuit) 
action against the petitioning couple—essentially suing themselves. 

The plan worked. The entirety of the bankruptcy discharge was set aside and the bankruptcy 
case dismissed. The asset was preserved. 

With respect to Agruss and his Chicago-based law firm, he and his firm, working with Brittany 
and Dawna, have filed multiple phony creditor claims on behalf of themselves and other members of the 
Chavez family in Chapter 11 reorganization cases. 

One example is the Super Two Financial Services Corporation Chapter 11 filing bearing case 
number 17-10659 (JLG) in the Southern District in New York where “Dawn M. Chavez”, “Monica Chavez” 
and “Vianey Chavez” made false creditor claims through the Agruss office. 
Additionally, nearly one thousand Chapter 7 filings have been made throughout the country under the 
“Agruss” firm name for phony Chapter 7 filings for fake “Chavez’s.” 

As to the phony Chapter 7 claims, the scheme has worked as follows: phony identities are 
created for real individuals and phony identities are created out of whole cloth from stolen medical 
record files stored in a medical records storage facility in San Diego, California. Using real Social Security 
numbers of the individuals whose identity has been stolen, new credit is obtained and used.  Then a 
bankruptcy is filed to wipe out the debt.  

Worse, if any creditor acts to collect in violation of the Federal Debt Collection Practices Act, the 
Agruss firm either sues in Federal Court on behalf of the individual or sues on behalf of an alleged 
“class” with the phony individual serving as the named class “member.” 

D. Life Insurance Fraud

The phantom employees sign on for group life insurance benefits in an amount between five- 
and nine-times annual salary.  Most employer-based group plans do not require medical examinations 
of employee policy applicants.  Just payment of premium.  When cash is needed, the phantom 
employee dies.  A phantom spouse listed on the insurance application files a benefits claim. 

Such was the case of “Brittany Virginia Chavez” in Phoenix, Arizona.  This phantom individual 
was “employed” at Dignity Health in Phoenix.  At the alleged start of employment in 2015, she 
requested 1x annual salary in life insurance benefits.  In 2017, she requested 3x salary and in 2018, she 
requested 5x salary—the maximum available.  Strangely, the names of this Brittany’s children changed 
or disappeared from the application over the years.  As stated above, a bankruptcy petition was filed in 
November 2018 to discharge all debt.  The plan was to “retire” Brittany Virginia Chavez in Spring 2019 
shortly after discharge by some natural death in order for Brittany and Dawna to pay accumulated debts 
associated with the criminal enterprises. 

Such was also the case of “Debra Gatti,” allegedly a school teacher in Arlington, Washington.  
The phantom Ms. Gatti was the “wife” of the alleged managing partner of RH Partners Ownerco, Joseph 
Vernon Gatti.  Ms. Gatti selected 9x annual benefits through the State of Washington and the group life 
insurance provider, MetLife.  On April 15, 2020, Ms. Gatti died. 
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Documents obtained from MetLife evidence Brittany acting as Debra Gatti and Brittany and 
Dawna filing death benefits claims with Metlife for $375,000.  In most circumstances, this would have 
been nearly impossible to uncover.  But here, Brittany and Dawna fought over how the proceeds were 
to be spent.  Hence, competing benefits claims.  That caused MetLife to file an interpleader action with 
the Federal District Court in Seattle, Washington.  

An interpleader action is lawyer speak for when a party owes money but does not know to 
whom it should pay.  Rather than hold the money, the possessing party files a lawsuit naming all 
possible beneficiaries of the funds as “defendants.”  With court permission, the money is then deposited 
with the Court and the plaintiff is dismissed from the case leaving the “defendants” to fight over who 
gets what. 

When MetLife filed its interpleader action, a ten-page complaint, it filed an additional 90 pages 
of documents including the original application to the Claim of Benefits forms received to “letters” from 
alleged family members claiming an interest in the policy proceeds.   The handwriting and hand printing 
on the forms and the letters have been verified as belonging to Brittany and Dawna. 

A significant portion of the $375,000 was then used to bribe public officials to assist in the 
abduction of McKinley and in the violation of my civil rights. 

E. Auto Insurance Fraud/Money Laundering

Ever hear of staged accidents?  That’s when a group of criminals either a) stage a collision 
between two vehicles where everyone in the incident claims and collects on injuries, or b) where an 
unsuspecting driver hits another vehicle that stops short, again where the passengers in the struck 
vehicle claim injury.  Over the past twenty years, I have raided medical clinics and lawyers’ offices with 
search warrants to shut down these operations.  

Here is a new twist.  This fraud concerns payment to non-existent parties for personal injury 
claims for incidents that never occurred made under Med Pay provisions of automobile policies.  “Med 
Pay” is a term given to benefits usually found in automobile policies and homeowners policies that pay a 
certain sum for treatment from injury regardless of fault.  Standard Med Pay provisions cover up to 
$5,000 for medical treatment. 

Since at least the mid-1970s, members of the Chavez family have been active participants and in 
control over this enterprise. 

During the mid-1980s the volume of fraudulent claims through Defendant Dawna’s control 
increased until 1990 and then tapered off until it picked up again in about 2002 to the present with 
Brittany and Dawna in control over it. 

In 2018 alone there were 127,056 reported motor vehicle accidents with estimated economic 
losses of $19.3 billion in economic losses.  Currently, the average cost of basic liability car insurance in 
Arizona is $2,485 per year. Opting for full-coverage car insurance in Arizona costs an average of $2,986 
per year. In comparison, the national average is $1,627 per year to buy basic liability car insurance and 
$2,297 per year to buy full-coverage car insurance.  By comparison: The average cost of full coverage car 
insurance in California is $2,005 per year. 

Arizona law provides for the recording of medical liens.  The recording of the liens was designed 
to give hospitals the ability to recoup costs for treatment.  For this scheme, the medical liens have been 
recorded with the AHCCCS LIEN designation within the County Recorders’ Office of Maricopa County 
with similar liens recorded in Pinal and Pima counties. The fraud has netted more than $50 million in the 
past 15 years. It relies on phony medical bills plus the recording of the treatment lien. A coded bill with a 
copy of the lien is then sent to the insurance company who then provides a check, believing that the 
check is being sent to the medical provider. However, the liens are all fraudulent and fake and are 
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signed and executed by Dawna Chavez using an assumed name and by either Dawna Chavez or by 
Brittany Chavez as a fake notary under an assumed name. 

Unlike most auto insurance fraud schemes, this one also involves certain key executives at 
Farmers, State Farm, Geico and Progressive. These executives, all Mormon, first worked together at 
Progressive Insurance in the late 1980’s. Then they spread out to the other major insurers where they 
moved up the ranks and into executive positions.  All own property in Arizona.  All have deeds to their 
properties with forged notarizations prepared by Brittany or Dawna.  The scheme appears to be active in 
multiple counties in Arizona and in multiple states, including California and New Mexico.  

Thereafter, the proceeds of the insurance payments are laundered through property purchases 
in the manner set forth above.  All of the usual paperwork involved in the purchase of a single-family 
residence is prepared and executed. However, the buyers and sellers are the signatures of Brittany and 
Dawna or other participants. Several of the participants include City of Mesa public officials. Most 
“claimants” are the aliases created by Dawna and Brittany for other laundering schemes.  In addition to 
Arizona, said Defendants created similar schemes in California by illegally taking over law offices using 
the names of retired or deceased lawyers to create or continue “tort mills” or “collection mills” where 
phony claims to insurers are mixed among a smattering of real claims. 

But that’s not all.  With the fraud scheme comes a separate money laundering scheme where 
liens are recorded that have no connection to a staged incident or actual insurance claim.  Thereafter, 
illegally obtained cash is funneled through the alleged insurance settlement check. 

The total number of falsified AHCCCS liens recorded in Arizona since 2004 exceeds 25,000 with 
more than 5,000 such falsified liens recorded in Maricopa County, Yuma County, and Yavapai County 
and more than 3,000 in Pima County. 

F. Narcotics Trafficking and Sales

Prescription and designer narcotics along with fentanyl are moved from Mexico through 
Calexico to Brawley to Salton City to Twenty-Nine Palms to Bullhead City, Arizona, to Kingman, Arizona, 
to Flagstaff, to Phoenix, to Casa Grande, and then to Tucson, Arizona.  Brittany facilitates the cash flow 
and laundering of sale proceeds. 

Brittany and Dawna also facilitate cash flow and distribution for drugs shipped from Florida.  To 
wit: 

On or about December 20, 2014, Brittany met in Orlando, Florida with Roberto Lopez, who is 
known to the Drug Enforcement Administration as a significant importer and distributor of crystal 
methamphetamine. The drugs are transported by semi-truck driven by Rafael Jimenez. The truck travels 
along the Interstate 40 corridor.  Stops are made along the 2,500 mile route to unload product with a 
main distribution point occurring in Bentonville, Arkansas.  The cash from sales is brought to Arizona and 
specifically to Brittany for laundering using the methods set forth above. 

Additionally, houses that are purchased with laundered money or for the purposes of laundering 
money through said purchases are constructed or modified with drop boxes set forth in the walls of the 
residence. These drop boxes are hidden and are nearly impossible to find on inspection. To give the 
appearance of legitimacy, these houses are put through phony sales transactions possibly every two to 
three years. The drop boxes are routinely serviced with portions of the cash being returned to the drug 
suppliers, portions becoming capital contributions for the setup of the limited liability companies in 
subsequent schemes, and portions becoming investment capital for seemingly legitimate investments. 

An example of a drop box house includes the 6211 W. Indianola Avenue address. Another 
example is 1113 E. Diamond Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85006, a stash house located in South Central 
Phoenix where drugs are kept prior to local distribution.  
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Additionally, Brittany set up computer server and router systems using pornography as a cover 
for the transfer of money.  One such site is under the URL “bigbootyhoes420.com.” The site contains 
short pornographic videos.  To launder money, said videos are made available for sale through debit 
card transactions from accounts holding illegally obtained money, mostly from the sale of drugs. 
Through the “purchases” of these videos, said money is laundered and made clean.  The server for 
bigbootyhoes420 sat in the attic of our residence in Gilbert, Arizona. 

G. Public Corruption: Creating and/or Modifying Public Records

Databases for Maricopa County, City of Mesa, and Town of Gilbert were designed to permit back 
door access in order to remove or modify legitimate documents and post falsified documents.  Certain 
state databases are also compromised including most professional licensing databases and In effecting 
the schemes set forth above, Brittany and Dawna and other participants have created or have obtained 
access to databases for multiple cities, counties and states.  That includes the Arizona State database, 
the Maricopa County database and the City of Mesa database. By doing so, participants are able to 
insert backdated records, remove records and modify existing records to meet their needs. These 
records include the typical documents recorded with the Maricopa County Recorder, court records, 
arrest records, and collection records concerning State Programs including the DCSS family support 
program. 

Specifically, in the matter of court records, Brittany and Dawna and the participants herein have 
created false arrests or created and invented charges and fraudulent civil default judgments.  
Thereafter, letters written on falsified attorney letterhead are sent to victims demanding payment or 
payment plan to avoid garnishment.  If payment(s) is not made, garnishment orders are secured. 

H. Public Corruption: Bribing Public Officials

To effect and to protect the racketeering enterprises, elected and appointed officials, staff 
members, and peripheral players are paid bribes.  With respect to the public officials and staff, they are 
most often paid BEFORE they accept a position of employment.  Recipients include: judges, local police 
officers, state police officers, judicial assistants, lawyers, inspectors, assessors, and accountants.  It also 
includes employees of federal agencies such as IRS agents working in the Phoenix, Arizona office. 

 Bribe payments are directed mostly through phony mortgages.  If a property is owned, the 
bribe is paid through a falsified refinance.  If a property is not owned by the recipient or if the recipient 
purchases a new home, the bribe is paid through a phony first mortgage.  Bribes are also paid through 
falsified AHCCCS liens or through direct cash giving. 

I. Corruption: Private Parties

In addition to public officials, monies are used to bribe licensed officials such as real estate 
agents, real estate brokers, and Court approved “experts.”  By example, Arizona Family Courts use a 
system of “court appointed advisors” to act as child custody referees.  Most are licensed social workers.  
All have immunity from civil litigation.  Barb Kiffmeyer, mentioned above, is one such “advisor.” She acts 
both in private and as a “public” official with the immunity protections that such officials receive. Ms. 
Kiffmeyer, a purported LMSW, takes bribes in child custody cases.  In some cases, the bribes were 
facilitated by attorney Greg R. Davis, a partner at Davis, Blasé, Stone & Holder located in Scottsdale, 
Arizona.  Mr. Davis and Ms. Kiffmeyer have been working this scam for nearly a decade.  In doing so, 
they have denied good parents access to their child and caused untold damage to the children Ms. 
Kiffmeyer is sworn to protect. 
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J. Election Fraud

Election fraud is rampant in the state of Arizona.  Over the past fifteen years, Brittany has used 
her access to load falsified default judgments into the Superior Court’s database. (cite)   Like the falsified 
judgment in Los Angeles County, the fake judgments in Arizona are used to financially damage those 
that are deemed detrimental to the racketeering enterprises.  Since at least 2004 and running through 
the November 2022 election, Brittany and Dawna have been facilitating illegal transfers of funds to 
political candidates and campaigns.  Some of the money travels through the phony mortgage scheme; 
some of the money travels to limited liability companies, including political action committees.  (cite)  

The investigation into election fraud is not limited to the State of Arizona.  However, where it is 
concerned, a plethora of individuals are implicated in the fraud including elected and appointed officials 
and Runbeck Election Services, the service provider for Maricopa County.  The Maricopa County 
database has no integrity whatsoever.  Since at least 2004, ballot counts have been tampered with.  The 
county’s current computer database, which was built between 2014-2015, is infiltrated and hacked.  Its 
architects specifically designed the system with multiple backdoor entry points.  These points permit the 
uploading of falsified documents and the removal of genuine documents from the county court system 
and from the Recorder’s office.  Brittany has access to at least one back door.   

Beginning in 2017, the access points have been used to change vote totals and thereon, election 
results.  Illegal transfers of funds have also been provided to Robert Runbeck (principal of Runbeck 
Election Services) and Jeff Ellison (COO, Runbeck Election Services).  The phony deeds, used in the 
scheme to move money to candidates, are created by Brittany.  For profit and non-profit PACs are also 
created by Brittany and used to move money to candidates.   

During the 2022 election, ballot scanners/printers at 70 precincts suffered changes to their 
printer settings despite being tested the night before the election.  The changes in settings were made 
through computer infiltration, not manually.  The uncountable ballots were placed in “Box 3’s” and 
allegedly driven to Runbeck for counting.    

From information provided by Brittany, in October 2020, more than 100,000 filled in ballots and 
more than $6 million were identified by Defendant’s investigators in three unmarked rental vans.  Those 
vans were loaded with the ballots and cash at a private residence in Mesa, Arizona and then driven to 
the Runbeck office in downtown Phoenix.  (Witness statements withheld.) 

The Runbeck company is operated by Robert Runbeck.  Recorded documents obtained by 
Defendant evidence bribes paid to Runbeck through the phony mortgage scheme.  Jeffrey Ellison is in 
charge of operations at Runbeck.  Recorded documents obtained by Defendant evidence bribes paid 
through the phony mortgage scheme to him.  

Mr. Ellison is also the Chief Operating Officer of Precision Aero, an Arizona based aerospace 
company.  Precision Aero’s majority owner is Black Mountain Investment Company. (cite) Black 
Mountain’s primary business is property investment.  Recorded documents obtained for Black Mountain 
evidence money laundering through property purchases and sales.   

The principal of Precision Aero and Black Mountain is Mahai Toma which he operates with his 
brother, Andrei.  Black Mountain is also operated by George Bottea III, a licensed attorney.  All three 
individuals have recorded documents evidencing bribes paid through the phony mortgage scheme.  
Mihai and Andrei’s brother is Ben.  Ben Toma is the Speaker of the Arizona House of Representatives.  
Representative Toma is just one of many state legislators with documents evidencing the acceptance of 
bribes through the phony mortgage scheme.    
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With respect to the November 2020 election, an example of an impossible outcome includes 
Adrian Fontes’ loss to Stephen Richer for Maricopa County Recorder.  Richer’s win is a statistical 
impossibility.  To wit: Fontes is a Democrat and was the incumbent; Percentages for Biden, Sinema and 
Kelly run at approximately 2.5% margins in the county against their opponents.  Richer won by 
approximately 6,000 votes.  That means 50,000 individuals who voted for the Democrat ticket across the 
board had to choose the Republican candidate for recorder against an incumbent who never suffered a 
scandal. 

Never happened.  This was a “planned” loss.  Hobbs would receive the Democrat nomination for 
Governor and Fontes would run for Secretary of State to replace Hobbs.  Guess who won?  Hobbs and 
Fontes have “Brittany” deeds evidencing participation in the bribes.   

As stated above, the fix for 2020 (and for 2022) started in 2017 with appointments to election 
position of individuals taking bribes through the mortgage system (cite) and monies being laundered 
through the appointment of phantom “individuals.”  The problems with these documents are many.  

For example, as to the appointments notarized by “Jessica York:” First, the handwriting and 
hand printing of "Jessica York" have been identified as belonging to Brittany.  Second, the York 
signatures are the same handwriting but not the same style.  And that change of style exists even where 
the documents are allegedly signed on the same day—June 4, 2020.  These issues.  Third, the 
"December 9" date for the clerk is a handwriting matching Dawna.  Fourth, the signature of the clerk at 
the bottom right is actually a tracing of a signature stamp intended to look like a live signature.  Fifth, 
the time between the signature and notarization and the alleged execution by the clerk and thereafter 
the recording date evidence forgery.  The normal turnaround time is 2-3 weeks.  All took multiple 
months and all were allegedly clerk executed and recorded AFTER the election certification. 

Another example: Celia Nabor is the Assistant Elections Director for Maricopa County.  She 
supervises mail-in ballots.  Her “appointment dated “February 6, 2020” has a forged notarization, a 
forged clerk date (handwriting) and with traced signature, and a forged signature for Ms. Nabor.  And it 
was not recorded until more than ten months after it was allegedly signed.  The notary hand printing 
and signature forgeries are Brittany’s handwriting.   Moreover, the signature of Ms. Nabor is a forgery.  

In late January 2023, Ms. Nabor was subpoenaed to testify regarding election fraud and 
specifically about a plethora of fraudulent activities concerning signature verifications on mail-in ballots.  
Ms. Nabor never showed.  At this time, she is considered a “missing person.”  And apparently, Ms. 
Nabor has been removed from the county payroll system. 

Another example: the “October 10, 2018” appointment of Michael Hornbeck.  The document 
was signed and notarized four months AFTER allegedly being signed and stamp-signatured by the clerk.  
The notarization hand printing and signature are a match for Brittany.  

Another example: the appointment docs and deeds of "Colleen Connor" aka "Mary Colleen 
Connor."  The handwriting on the appointment document oath does not match the previous oath in 
2005 or the deeds of 2019 and 2022.  Also, the 2005 Oath has Brittany's handwriting as the "notary." 

In addition to state representatives, three of the five Maricopa County Supervisors also have 
recorded documents evidencing the acceptance of bribe payments.  (cite) Additionally, the falsified 
signature for Thomas Galvin on his oath of office matches the handwriting for phantom attorney Paul 
Tokeshi and phantom D.A.M.E.S. Charities founder “Michele Thorne”—all of which have been identified 
as handwriting belonging to Brittany.  
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K. Extortion and Destruction by Computer Virus

Participants mentioned herein conspire with other accomplices to create crypto-viruses and 
infect the computer systems of businesses and individuals, and thereafter demanding payment through 
untraceable internet sources in exchange for the encryption code. 

L. Creating Licensed Individuals including Attorneys and CPA’s

City and county databases in multiple states have been infiltrated or hacked.  Consider what 
that means.  You can’t trust any “official” document without independent verification.  And that never 
happens.  If the computer says Joe Smith is a licensed attorney, then he is.  If the computer says you are 
a judgment debtor, then you are.  Talk about weaponizing the system. 

To operate the various racketeering schemes, the participants create fake state and local 
government employees in California and in Arizona.  They also create fake “individuals” licensed through 
state agencies.  For example, in California, “Arlene Chavez” was created as a real estate agent with an 
office allegedly located in La Mirada.  “Paul Tokeshi” was created as a fake attorney with an office in 
Santa Anita, California. His profile and “history” was uploaded into the State Bar computer through 
infiltration into the State Bar database to give the appearance of existence. 

In Arizona, several attorneys were created and placed into the State Bar database including 
“Brittany Chavez.”  In fact, almost every “Brittany Chavez” listed as residing in the state of Arizona, 
Colorado, Texas, New Mexico and California, other than my spouse, is a fake individual.  Currently, at 
least a dozen “individuals” listed as attorneys licensed by the State of Arizona are being investigated as 
possible phantoms. 

Further, each State has real individuals operating under licenses that were never properly issued 
through the state or local government agency or who failed to pass examinations or otherwise meet the 
requirements necessary for licensure.  The database for Arizona State University, University of Arizona 
and Northern Arizona University have been infiltrated to create “degrees” both phantom individuals and 
for individuals who never attended.  Thereafter, hacks into the state’s licensing databases for 
professionals such as mental health therapists, accountants and attorneys are used to provide falsified 
credentials. 
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SUMMARY OF REPORT

Ever read the last page of a book just in case something happens between here and there? 
Only for a moment, let’s skip ahead.  In May 2022, a report was provided to the Honorable Doug Ducey, 
Governor of the State of Arizona.  Governor Ducey requested a narrative with evidence concerning 
corruption among Arizona’s city and county elected and appointed officials.  He received several 
notebooks containing more than 3,000 pages of documentary evidence.   

This Report concludes: 

1. Beginning in Illinois, Indiana and Iowa in the early 1980’s, cash earned or otherwise
collected in the sale of illegal narcotics and from human trafficking activities conducted by
the Sinaloan Cartel have been laundered through the purchase of single-family residences.

2. Laundering of cartel monies in Arizona through purchases/sales of single-family residences
began in or about 1994 and focused on new construction in San Tan Valley, Litchfield Park,
Goodyear and Avondale.

3. Cartel monies mostly come from illicit narcotics sales which narcotics include: crystal
methamphetamine, cocaine, heroin and fentanyl.

4. In addition to purchases/sales of single-family residences, cash is laundered through inflated
and falsified construction invoices, falsified charitable donations, tuition paid on fake
students allegedly attending private trade schools, and falsified bankruptcies.

5. Wells Fargo Bank “bankers” in Arizona and in multiple additional states have engaged in
opening checking and direct deposit accounts for “individuals” they knew were phantoms.
Said employees’ actions violate federal banking regulations especially those concerning
“AML” (anti-money laundering) and “KYA” (know your customer) requirements.

6. Home builders have been integral participants in the laundering activities in Arizona.
7. Resources, including city government agencies in Mesa, Arizona controlled by the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints have also been integral to the laundering activities.
8. Currently, cartel money laundering activities exist in most states but are most prevalent

these states: Arizona, California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Nevada,
Tennessee, Texas, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, North Carolina, and Florida.

9. Since 2010, said money laundering in the twenty states has exceeded more than $25 billion
and has exceeded $7.5 billion in Arizona.

10. In Arizona, laundered cash is used, in part to bribe elected and appointed public officials and
support staff.

11. Since at least 1984, Dawna Rae Chavez (age 58), a resident of Mesa, Arizona, has been a
participant in multiple racketeering schemes including the laundering of the cash used in
narcotics trafficking set forth above.  Her participation includes using assumed names to
make the property purchases in multiple states, creating traditional recorded instruments
(warranty deeds, trust deeds) and providing falsified notarizations of the recorded
instruments under assumed names.

12. Since at least 1995, Dawna’s daughter, Brittany Rae Chavez aka Brittney Nicole Chavez (age
35), a resident of Mesa, has been a participant in multiple racketeering schemes including
the laundering of the cash used in narcotics trafficking set forth above.  Her participation
also includes using assumed names to make the property purchases in multiple states and
providing fake notarizations.

REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR 
By: John Harris Thaler Esq.
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13. To date, more than 10,000 falsified documents have been recorded with the Maricopa
County Recorder.  It is estimated that more than 35,000 warranty deeds/trust deeds
evidencing fraudulent transactions exist in the database.

14. It is estimated that the falsified notarizations exceed 15,000.
15. In multiple instances, including with respect to rules governing notary publics, bribed

legislators have rigged the rules specifically to prevent detection of government-based
fraud.

16. Dawna and Brittany’s participation in racketeering activities also includes facilitation of
bribes to public officials, tax evasion, payroll theft, bankruptcy fraud, insurance fraud, and
extortion.

17. The City of Mesa is a racketeering organization as that term is defined in 18 U.S.C §1961
which actively engages in the above listed activities.  The city's government is operated by
and controlled by members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  Under their
control, civil rights are systemically and systematically violated to preserve racketeering
activities.  Fines and outrageous cash only bail are used to collect monies which are then
skimmed and redirected into the racketeering enterprises.

18. The City of Mesa Police Department operates within it a private police force that is used to
support and protect the racketeering enterprises.  Officers participating in this force are
compensated with monies paid through the phony mortgage scheme and other related
schemes.

19. Officers operating within this private force systematically violate 4th Amendment rights by
breaking and entering into/onto private property, wiretapping, computer hacking, cell
phone hacking, and by using related surveillance techniques without warrant.   Officers also
plant evidence and hide exculpatory evidence.

20. Multiple state agency databases have been infiltrated or hacked thus allowing falsified
documents to be uploaded into them or allowing legitimate documents to be removed.

21. The database for the University of Arizona, Arizona State, And Northern Arizona University
have been infiltrated/hacked to a) permit individuals to be given degrees who never
attended or graduated from these schools; and b) allow phantom individuals to be awarded
degrees thus lending legitimacy to their existence.

22. Further, state licensing databases have been infiltrated or hacked to permit individuals with
fake degrees or permit phantom individuals to have state issued licenses.  Said licenses
include: accounting, real estate (broker and agent), mental health care (Ph.D. and M.F.T)
and law (including State Bar membership).

23. Infiltration leading to fake licenses/credentials exists in several other states including
California, New Mexico, and Colorado.

24. The Maricopa County databases for the Recorder’s Office and for the Superior Court, when
designed in 2014, were set up for outside infiltration so that falsified documents could be
loaded into the database and legitimate documents removed.

25. Since 2015, hundreds of falsified court documents have been loaded into the database.
These documents include falsified default judgments, criminal restitution orders and child
support orders used in “swatting” activities against individuals posing a threat to the
racketeering activities.

26. Since 2004, elections within Pima County and Maricopa County have been manipulated
through infiltration of the county databases resulting from bribes paid to executives at
election service providers including but not limited to Runbeck Election Services.

27. In addition to impacting local elections, bribes and infiltration were used to affect the
outcome of the races during the November 4, 2020 election, including the outcome of the
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race for Maricopa County Recorder, and the outcome of the November 8, 2022 election 
(race for Governor, Secretary of State, and Attorney General). 

28. Public officials who have received bribes include: a) multiple state office holders (State
House/State Senate), local office holders, county supervisors, judges of the Maricopa County
Superior Court, judges of several city courts (including two presiding judges), judge’s
assistants, prosecutors within certain cities within Maricopa County, prosecutors for
Maricopa County, peripheral legal specialists including attorneys, “approved” mental
healthcare providers (court appointed advisors) and related specialists.

29. In the Superior Courts for Maricopa County, Pinal County and Pima County, at least 25% of
the active judges have accepted bribes in exchange for protecting the racketeering activities.
Bribe payments generally begin before the individual is appointed to the bench.  Bribes are
usually paid prior to the judge taking office and begin as an incentive for the attorney to
leave private practice.

30. Administrative agencies intended to monitor and discipline members of the Bar have been
corrupted with the placement of executive members who have accepted bribes.  Agencies
include but are not limited to the Arizona State Bar and the Arizona Commission on Judicial
Conduct.

31. The Maricopa County Recorder’s office has at least five appointments made by Adrian
Fontes, the County Recorder from 2017 to 2021, who are phantoms—non-existent
“individuals.”  Said phantom individuals hold positions related to election services.

32. Further, the Office has at least fifteen individuals whose appointments were falsified and
thereafter kept hidden from the public during the 2020 the election cycle.

33. The appointment documents for all of the above individuals have forged signatures and
falsified clerical signature (tracings from a signature stamp) and dates.  Said falsified
notarizations were made by Brittany Rae Chavez.  Said falsified clerical signature and date

34. In addition to election fraud, manipulation of the city and county databases includes
falsified default judgments, falsified criminal restitution orders, and falsified child support
orders.  Many of the court documents, including “Orders,” are prepared by Brittany Rae
Chavez or Dawna Rae Chavez and contain forged signatures of judges.

35. Templates for the court documents have been provided by certain judges who have
accepted bribes. The documents are then uploaded into the databases through judges
whose names appear on the documents and their judicial assistants, all of whom have
accepted bribes to allow this activity.

36. With respect to Mesa City Prosecutor [insert name], his office routinely files charges and
convicts innocent individuals who knowingly or unwittingly pose a threat to the Church and
the racketeering enterprises.  With respect to judges John P. Tatz and Alicia Lawler, they
preside over these invented cases filed by the City Prosecutor, Paul Hawkins, falsely
convicting and sentencing the defendants.

37. In the Maricopa County Superior Court Family Division, child custody evaluators commonly
known as “Court Appointed Advisors” routinely accept bribes in exchange for favorable
reports.  Bribes are often facilitated by the attorneys representing one party.

38. Created and operated by Gilbert Police Lieutenant Joe Kacic, since 2014, the Town of Gilbert
has been issuing “speeding” tickets fraudulently to motorists based on speeds allegedly
measured by LIDAR.  However, officers never turn on the LIDAR device, a device on which
they have no qualifications to use.

39. Arizona statutes setting forth the procedure for challenging a speeding ticket prevent the
motorists from obtaining relevant documents and related discovery prior to trial.
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40. At time of trial, officers present falsified qualifications to use the LIDAR device and falsified
calibration reports.

41. Motorist defendants seeking to challenge a Town of Gilbert Court conviction must pay more
than $2,000 in court costs and transcript costs thus rendering appeals nearly impossible.

42. Supervising judges of city courts routinely and unlawfully edit appellate briefs filed by
defendants prior to forwarding said briefs to the Superior Court.

43. City court judges for Mesa and Gilbert are routinely employed through their respective city
councils based on the revenue judges bring into the city coffers through fines.  A failure to
produce adequate revenue results in termination.  As a result cities purposefully provide no
oversight of any kind to ensure the quality of their jurists.

44. The appellate process from city court to Maricopa County Superior Court is so biased in
favor of the cities that from 2015 to 2018, not a single case brought by a defendant was
reversed.  However, the one case where a city appealed was reversed.

45. Offices of federal agencies located in Arizona have been infiltrated with individuals
accepting bribes who then support the racketeering activities.  Agencies infiltrated include
the Internal Revenue Service whose agents routinely harass individuals believed to be
threats to the racketeering operations.

46. California court databases contain phony default judgments with the judgment documents
having forged signatures of judges.  But unlike Arizona, the judges whose names appear on
such documents are not participants and do not know that their name and signature have
been usurped.

47. The rolls of the State Bar of California and the State Bar of Arizona contain phantom
attorneys—lawyers who do not exist except within the Bars’ databases.  These ersatz
attorneys are used to perpetuate the fake judgments and related court documents.
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PATRICK THOMAS GOODMAN AND KATHLEEN NI. HOBBS, HUSBAND AND WIFE, AS COMMUNITY PROPERTY
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Borrower ls the trustor under this Security Instrument. Borrower's mailing address is 
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37. MISCELLANEOUS. Grantor is the Trustor under this Deed of Trust. Grantor and Lender agree that time is of the
essence. Grantor waives presentment, demand for payment, notice of dishonor and protest except as required by law.
All references to Grantor in this Deed of Trust shall include all persons signing below. If there is more than one Grantor,
their Obligations shall be joint and several. This Deed of Trust represents the complete integrated understanding between
Grantor and Lender pertaining to the terms and conditions hereof.

38. JURY TRIAL WAIVER. LENDER AND GRANTOR HEREBY WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY CIVIL
ACTION ARISING OUT OF, OR BASED UPON, THIS DEED OF TRUST.

39. ADDITIONAL TERMS:

Grantor acknowledges that Grantor has read, understands, and agrees to the terms and conditions of this Deed of Trust, 
and acknowledges receipt of an exact copy of same. 

Dated this 10 th day of October, 2003

LPAZ516F © John H. Harland Co. (10/24/00) (800) 937-3799 
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. � GOOD! PATRICK 'l 
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GRANTOR: 
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NAME DESIGNATION LOCATION OF OFFICE STATE
Alicia Lawler Judge Mesa Municipal Court Arizona
Alicia White City Councilwoman Mesa Arizona
David Luna City Councilman Mesa Arizona
Francisco Heredia City Councilman Mesa Arizona
Jenn Duff City Councilwoman Mesa Arizona
Joseph Lisitano City Auditor Mesa Arizona
Kevin Thompson Councilman Mesa Arizona
Mark Freeman City Counscilman Mesa Arizona
John Giles Mayor Mesa Arizona
James (Jim) N Smith City Attorney Mesa Arizona
Paul Hawkins City Prosecutor Mesa Arizona
Ryan Wimmer City Treasurer Mesa Arizona
Sabrina DeCosta Assistant Prosecutor Mesa Arizona
Travis Cutright Chief Information Officer Mesa Arizona
John P Tatz Presiding Judge Mesa Arizona
David M Cutchen Presiding Judge Gilbert Arizona
Katie Hobbs Secretary of State / Governor State of Arizona Arizona
Adrian Fontes Recorder / Secretary of State Maricopa County / State of Arizona Arizona
Kyrsten Sinema US Senator Sate of Arizona Arizona
Ruben Gallego Congressman of 3rd CongressionaState of Arizona/Washington, D.C. Arizona
Ben Toma Speaker of the House Arizona House of Representatives Arizona
Robert Runbeck President of Runbeck Election SerPhoenix Arizona
Jeff Ellington COO of Runbeck and COO of Prec Phoenix Arizona
Bill Gates Maricopa County Supervisor Maricopa County Arizona
Thomas Galvin Maricopa County Supervisor Maricopa County Arizona
Clint Hickman Maricopa County Supervisor Maricopa County Arizona
Madison Hughes JA to Judge Marvin Davis Maricopa County Superior Court Arizona
Bruce Cohen Judge Maricopa County Superior Court Arizona
Richard Nothwehr Judge Maricopa County Superior Court Arizona
Michael D Barth Judge Maricopa County Superior Court Arizona
Brian Kaiser Judge Maricopa County Superior Court Arizona
Jacob G Rossler Officer Mesa Police Department Arizona
Brian Bullock Police Detective in Town of GilberGilbert Police Department Arizona
David Ferer Police Detective in Town of GilberGilbert Police Department Arizona
Barb Kiffmeyer Court Appointed Advisor-MaricopPhoenix Arizona
Greg R. Davis Attorney Scottsdale Arizona
Brian M. Blum Attorney Phoenix Arizona
Erica Gadberry Attorney Phoenix Arizona
Les Toskai Attorney-City of Phoenix Phoenix Police Department Arizona
Keith Berkshire Attorney Phoenix Arizona

*This list comprises individuals where investigation has been completed.  Additional offiicials including judges and election officials
for Maricopa County and spouses are currently implicated by the evidence obtained to date.

ELECTED AND APPOINTED OFFICIALS WITH FALSIFIED DEEDS*
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